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Evidence based development for real long-lasting results 

Working with people on their real presentations enables individuals to see for themselves how 
they really present, not just how they present in an artificial training environment. Using 
recording equipment to gather evidence alongside supportive guidance, people can then 
identify for themselves, what works, what doesn’t, what they can do to improve for greater 
impact, and review their development as they progress.  

This way of working is especially significant for individuals or teams working on regular events 
such as technical demos, sales training, training workshops, monthly/quarterly update 
presentations etc. And encourages self-supporting groups within organisations to continue 
working together to enable each other’s development without the need for further external 
intervention. 

The design of these programmes features smaller modular workshops spread over time to 
allow reflection, practice and development. The exact workings for each programme is 
carefully tailored according to the needs of the individual, group and organisation. 

In this way our clients achieve more significant and sustainable behavioural changes for lower 
overall costs. 

Example of how this programme may run: 

1. Initial engagement session to identify aims and identify all the issues that get in the way of
achieving the aims. This process tends to generate a collection of issues which range from
individual delivery, through content, practical, and planning constraints, to audience
interaction. And provides clear insight as to what they all consider to be the most important
issues, enabling them to identify some practical solutions that they can initiate immediately,
kick-starting the development programme.

2. Set up a discreet camera to record an actual event in order to gather evidence.

3. The footage is then analysed in depth by me to collate evidence to support or disprove the
issues that they identified in the initial engagement session, as well as illustrating points for
development according to research in effective communication. I then compile a feedback
report containing both statistics and example clips.

4. Review session to examine the footage in detail, encouraging them to self-analyse and
really see the evidence for themselves. We then assess what to do to achieve the desired
change.

5. From here coaching can be designed to support this change and I encourage this to be set
in small modules with time in between to embed skills in real-life situations. We may also
use the camera again, sometimes regularly, to witness and asses development. With group
work we would often also discuss and agree how the group themselves would provide
ongoing feedback, support and coaching for each other so that they can continue their
own individual and collective development without my input.

6. Throughout this programme I would also weave in advice on effective communication,
from well-founded and respected psychological research, and experiential work to
increase self-awareness and to practice skills and techniques relevant to enhance their
performance.


